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Abstract. Suppan (1983 Chemical Physics Letters 94 270) has proposed an equation to
estimate the excited state electric dipole moment from absorption and fluorescence
solvatochromic shifts and applied it to the first excited state L(b) of aniline. A better approach
to this problem is proposed here, which avoids the assumption in respect of Pe making an
angle with Altteg= pe - p~; pg being ground state electric dipole moment. This approach is
expected to give a better estimation of the electric dipole moment of a molecule when it is
electronically excited. On testing this approach for aniline in its first excited state p~ turns
out to be 5.31 D.
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I.

Introduction

The seemingly complex equation for solvatochromic shifts in absorption and
fluorescence spectra of a molecule is being used in different simplified forms to
estimate the electric dipole moment (Pe) in an excited state, and finally, to determine
the electronic structure of the molecule when it is electronically excited (Lippert 1939;
Bilot and Kawaski 1962; Liptay 1965; Suppan 1968, 1983; Keutek 1978; Ayachit et al
1986). In this direction, Suppan's (1983) method consists of solvatochromic shifts from
the two types of spectra, in two solvents with nearly the same refractive indices but
with different static dielectric constants. This method rids itself of the cavity radius
(a0) and function of diaelectric constants (Ds) as well as the refractive indices (n~), of
solvents used in the experimental study. Along with some assumptions, it has been
applied to the first excited state L(b) of aniline. In this paper, the assumptions which
are concerned with the estimation of electric dipole moment in an excited state are
questioned and a better approach to the problem is suggested. The approach
suggested is applied to the first excited state L(b) of aniline.

In this paper, symbols used are as in Suppan (1983); equation and figure numbers with primes refer to this
work while those without are cited from Suppan (1983).
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2.

M e t h o d and discussion

Figure 1 and equation (4) in Suppan (1983) which becomes (1') in this discussion,
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are not compatible. It is not so in respect of the expansion of the term pa'Altae as
/~gA/~ae cos ( and lad Altteg as/z~A#e a cos tp where ( and ~p should now define difference in
the directions ofpg and lt~ respectively with Alaeg. This is shown in figure 1. Proceeding
with (5) in Suppan (1983) (which becomes (2') in this paper) obtained from (4) therein
as applied to the excited state (Lb) of aniline, it should be clear that the equations are
consistent with the discussions, while not with figure I. Figure 1, therefore, becomes
figure l' by exchanging the positions of ( and tp.

(AE,/AEI) = - (/aqcos 0/(/a~ cos tp).

(2')

Now, following Suppan (1983) as to the application of (2'), it is tested for the first
singlet excited state of aniline in which he takes ( = 30 ~ while assuming <p to be 180 ~
This assumption, when ( = 38 ~ that lt~ lies along Alag~, while ltta does not, is not
correct. Of course, ~o could be nearly 180 ~ in which case its cosine function will
approximately be the same as when it is 180 ~ i.e. it will be - 1.
In view of this, a better approach is suggested; it gives a methc~d to determine tp if (
is known. It not only rids itself of Suppan's assumption as to tp, but also would give a
relatively better estimation of Pe. Referring to figure l', two angles z and tl) stand out
in relation to ( and tp respectively as follows:
z = 180~
* = 180 ~ - (p.

(3')

Invoking the sine rule for triangles, figure l' gives us,
(sin ~ / s i n z) =

(l%/lae).

. ,

(4')

Combining (3') and (4') with (2') we get
(A E./AE I) = - t an (I 80 - tp)/tan (180 - O.
Therefore,
tp = 180 -- t a n - ' { -- (AE,/AEs)tan(180 - 0}.

(5')

Figure 1'. Definition of angles between the ground state (lag)and excited state (~te)dipole
moment vectors.
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Substituting this tp in (2'), one can estimate lie with the pre-knowledge of lag and (.
By taking ~ = 38 ~ and AEa/AE I = 900/3800 for the singlet excited state of aniline,
tp turns out to be 169"5~ which differs by about 10 ~ with respect to the tp of Suppan
(1983). With this ~p, lie will be, from (2')
lie:"

-

-

1"57(cos 38/cos 169"5)(3800/900)D = 5"31 D

where 1.57 D is lig, the ground state dipole moment of aniline. Apparently this value of
lie does not differ much from that of Suppan (1983) because of the fact that the cosine
function would not change much around 180 ~.
According to Suppan (1983), ~ and tp can generally be estimated from the geometry
of the molecule but in the present case only ( need be known, which upon substitution
into (5') gives ~p. Further, if ( and tp can be pre-known along with lig, one can estimate
lie using (3') and (4') alone. With this it is apparent that the step rids the problem of
measuring the solvatochromic shifts to estimate lie. In view of this, Suppan's assertion
may be questioned.

3. Conclusions
In conclusion, it has been shown that, the c o m m o n assumption about the inclination
of lie with Alieg as 180 ~ is not reasonable and becomes redundant as it can be fairly
determined by (5') given pg and ~.
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